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Customized goods & services for individuals & small businesses.  Based in Durango with customers nationwide. 

 

Thank you for supporting local small business! 
 

These cotton face masks were designed & carefully created using quality materials, great detail & various heavy duty equipment. 

 

These masks virtually eliminate foggy safety/reading glasses & they stay put!  They are durably crafted & highly functional. 

Whether you are coping with arthritis, wearing heavy work gloves &/or glasses, you will appreciate this product. 
 

Please understand they are not an inexpensive or quick item to create & most of the materials used are being sourced from our supply 

inventory designated for fabrication of our other products. These presently do not contain a micron rated filter nor is the denier count 

of the fabric known.  However, they have two thick layers or three thin layers of quality cotton & two sheaths that are also formed 

with a double layer for the functionality of the paracord fastening system design.  

 

The center is to be formed vertically over the sides of your nose & also form a “scoop” dipping below the eyes on the tops of the 

cheekbones using the wire within the top sheath. The cord in the top sheath should go over the top of your ears & then adjust the 

cord lock/slide to the back of your head.  The lower sheath should be gathered below the jawline for comfort & the cord lock/slide 

adjusted to the back of your neck at the base of your hairline.  

 

It is easiest to first form the wire to the approximate width of your nose with your thumb & fingers before placing it on your face as 

well as forming two small curves where it will make contact with your cheekbones.  Take care at the ends of the wire so it does not 

puncture any of the materials due to a possibly sharp point in the fabrication process, (care has been taken to blunt the end as much as 

possible during the process).  Be sure you locate the center of the top wire concealed within that sheath where the mask will be located 

on the bridge of your nose when you make the first bend.  Once it is on your face, you should make small adjustments to be sure it is 

snug against your nose & cheekbones.  It was designed & made using cord locks/slides for ease of use & convenience when putting it 

on or removing it. (However, do to current supply issues, your mask may be created with a similar cord slide/lock mechanism once the 

supply runs out.) Once it is firmly in place, exhale, yawn or speak & check to see if your glasses fog up, if they do, make additional 

adjustments as needed.  However, cold temperatures will increase the likelihood of glasses fogging up regardless of fit.  Remember, 

vertical down the sides of the nose and dips below any rims of glasses at the cheeck bones.  

 

The purchase/use/donation/distribution/care/storage of this product by the consumer establishes acknowledgement of all facts as 

disclosed herein & therefore releases Just Ask Christy, all parties & entities associated with this 

purchase/use/donation/distribution/care/storage of this product from any & all liabilities.  Keep cording & small parts away from 

children & pets.  See proper care notes below. 

 

If you or others would like to purchase this product, & the current website inventory reflects “out of stock” status, please contact the 

office & ask to be added to the waiting list so you’ll get in the order queue. Orders are being made & processed for this product & our 

other products as quickly as possible. If you do not need a mask, please visit the website & see the other products & services available.  

All patronage from our company in support of local small business is greatly appreciated.  

 

The mask(s) should be hand washed with soap & water, rinsed, towel dry then air dry prior to first use.  

Hand washing only is recommended to prevent the nose wire from coming out of the mask or puncturing  

the upper sheath.  The wire is stiff enough that it should somewhat retain the custom fit shape for your  

own face by hand washing, however, slight adjustments may be necessary. This product should never  

be placed in a microwave, oven or subjected to dry cleaning methods.  Do Not use an iron on the mask,  

the nylon cord will melt as could the other elements used in the construction of it.       

 

Christy Hicks, Manager 

  

Properly formed upper 

wire & mask placement 

shown here as example. 


